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Abstract

This report deals with the process of mapping an optimized set of Boolean
expressions, originating from combinatorial logic, onto standard cells.

Expressions are stored conveniently in a N-ary prefix tree, and split up into smaller
expressions if they do not fit directly onto and-or-invert standard gates.
Subsequently a heuristic approach is used to try to remove inverters between gates
in the and-or-invert technology.

Benchmark results obtained from trial runs on several examples, have shown that
the implemented technology mapper operates very welL It requires about the same
amount of gates and transistors and is on average nine times faster when compared
with an existing Commonlisp version.



Chapter 1

Introduction

Technology mapping is an important step in the process of logic synthesis, which
deals with the problem of automatically generating layout for combinational logic.

The previously optimized Boolean expressions, which represent the logic, are split
up in pieces small enough to fit into and-or-invert standard cells if they do not fit
directly.

This report describes an implementation in C and is based mainly on the mapping
algorithm described in [1] and partly on [2] , which describe a Commonlisp
implementation of a technology mapper.

Prior to the mapping, expressions will be sorted according to some heuristical rule.
Additionally heuristics will be used after the mapping, in an effort to remove
unnecessary inverters between the and-or-invert gates.

1.1 Overview

The process from the designer specified description of a piece of combinational logic
to the actual geometric layout description of a piece of IC area consists of the
following steps (see figure 1.1 ):

• Functional description: the functional description is specified as a set of Boolean
expressions.

• Decomposition: these expressions are simplified as optimally as possible by
removing redundancies.
The nonredundant set of expressions is decomposed by replacing subexpressions,
which occur more often than a users specified minimum, by a new variable.
Subsequently the subexpression is added as a new expression to the set of
expressions.

• Technology mapping: in this step, which is the main subject of this report, the
result of the decomposition step is mapped on a chosen technology (NMOS,
CMOS) by using different kind of silicon structures (gate array, pIa, standard
cells, gate matrix... ) .
If the silicon structures are cells from a library, then it is referred to as a
standard cell implementation.

• Gate sizing: efforts are done to reduce the delay in the circuit by making the
width of the transistors within some cells larger, but unfortunately this results
in an increase in IC area and power consumption.

3
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• Cell layout generation: the layout for every cell is generated depending on the
desired technology.

• Placement and routing: if the designer has chosen gate arrays or standard cells,
then the position of every gate on the IC has to be determined. In the
subsequent step which is called routing, the wiring between the gates will be
done. The final result is a complete layout description.

et of Boolean Expressions

Decomposition

Technology Mapping

Gate Sizing

Cell Layout Generation

Placement and Routing

Layout Description

Figure 1.1. The steps before and after technology mapping
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Throughout this report a number of special tenns will be used.
The logical inverse of an expression will be denoted by an accent following the
expression, whereas a tilde II - II will be used as an inverter operator.

<letter>
<digit>
<subscript>
<special>
<character>
<variable>
<literal>
<sum>
<product>

<expression>
<expression name>
<named expression>

"..-
"..-
"..-
"..-
"..-
"..-
"..-
"..-
::=

"..-
"..-
"..-

"a" I "b" I "Z" I "A" I II B" I '" "Z"
"0" I "1" I "9"
{digit}+
"_It I "_"
<letter> I <digit> I <special>
<letter> {<character>}* {<subscript>}
<variable> I <variable>'
<literal> I {<product> "+"}+ <product>
<literal> I {"(" <sum> ")" "."}+ "(" <sum> ")"
I ("(" <sum> ")" {<space>}*}+ "(" <sum> ")"
<product> I <sum> I II-II <product> I II-II <sum>
<literal>
<expression name> ":" <expression>

A literal name without an accent will be called a positive variable, whereas the
inverse will be called the negative variable.

Another important notion [2] is "subexpression" . Only if an expression does not
consist of a single literal, it has so-called subexpressions.

Two cases may occur:
1. The expression is a sum: the products which form the sum are the
subexpressions.

2. The expression is a product: the sums which fonn the product are the
subexpressions.

Boolean expressions in the input file will be referred to according to the above
syntax in the report. Sometimes, e.g. when explaining how expressions are stored, a
prefix notation will be used.



Chapter 2

Program Data Flow

The implemented technology mapper comprises the following steps as depicted in
figure 2.1 :

1. Read input: lexical analysis and parsing are performed on the input data with
the aid of the tools lex and yacc. During this process, data structures will be
generated to store literals, primary inputs, primary outputs , expression
names and their associated expressions.

2: Sort expressions: prior to the actual mapping, expressions will be sorted (see
[1] ) internally in order to enhance the mapping result.

3. Map expressions: the actual mapping (see [2] and [1] ) is accomplished by
breaking up expressions if necessary into smaller subexpressions, which can fit
into standard cells from a library.

4. Add inverter sign: preparation is made in the data structures of the
expressions to implement inverting technology.

5. Make DAG: the complete circuit is extracted and represented in a DAG
(directed a-cyclic graph).

6. Remove inverters: the amount of inverters in the circuit will be reduced by
inverting expressions if necessary and possible.

Step 1 is treated in chapter 3, whereas steps 2 and 3 are discussed in chapter 4.
Steps 4 and 5 are the subject of chapter 5. The last step is treated in chapter 6.
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ogical description
file

Read input

Sort expressions

Map expressions

MakeDAG

Remove inverters

Gate file

Figure 2.1. The program data flow

Chapter 2
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Chapter 3

Reading the logical description
file

3.1 Introduction

During the process of reading and interpreting the contents of the logical description
input file, lexical analysis and parsing have to be done. Two standard tools, lex and
yacc can be used very conveniently for this purpose.

Lex is a tool that reads a lexical rules file and generates a lexical analyzer which
can read the logical description file and separate it into pieces, known as tokens.

Yacc is a tool that reads a grammar-rules file and builds a parser which can read
the tokens. The grammar file contains user invoked C code to be executed when a
certain logical input structure is recognized. Among the user invoked C functions,
there are functions to store literals, build lists for the primary inputs, primary
outputs, logical expression names and their expressions.

#inputvars abc c'
#outputvars F F' G G'
#expressions
F : -(a + b'.c);
G' : F(a b' + a' b);

Figure 3.1. Example of an input file

3.2 The structure of the logical description file

The logical description file (see figure 3.1) may contain specifications of logical
expressions and a variety of special keywords preceded by a "#". Among the
keywords there are only two which are relevant in this context, namely "inputvars"
and "outputvars". Keywords and expressions may occur anywhere in the input file,
but it is good practice to put, or one may say to declare primary inputs and outputs
at the beginning and let the expressions follow afterwards.
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fune type value usage

pas VAR positive expression name
NEG VAR negative expression name

IN POS positive primary input variable
IN NEG negative primary input variable
IN pas NEG positive and negative primary input present

OUT pas positive primary output
~

OUT_NEG negative primary output

SOURCE TYPE source node in Boolean network
SINK TYPE sink node in Boolean network

Table 3.1. Usage of the field jUnc_type in a jUnc_node

3.3 Storing literals

In the input file, which contains the description of the logical expressions, many
expression names and variables may occur.
All literal names are stored in an open hash table which is depicted in figure 3.2.
The hash table consists of an array of pointers, of which each element points to a
linked list of names. Each data structure which uses a literal name will point
directly to the appropriate name_list in the hash table.

As soon as a new literal name is encountered, the inverse is stored as well to
facilitate possible future inversion of expressions. Both literal names point to each
other by means of the field "inv".

A name_list may be referenced by primary inputs, primary outputs, expression
names and variables. The field "io_type" may have values "IN_VAR" or "OUT_VAR"
which indicate a primary input or primary output respectively.
Furthermore the field "to_iojUnc" may point to an element in a primary input or
output list.
The field "toJu,nc" may point to an element of a named expression list. The last
three mentioned list will be discussed in the next paragraphs.

3.4 Storing expression names data

The list of named expressions (see figure 3.3) consists of a linked list of list elements
called "jUnc_node" which point to the corresponding expression name in the hash
table. The named expressions are stored in sequence of appearance in the input file.

AjUnc_node may be used for several purposes. Refer to table 3.1 for the usage of the
field "jUnc_type".
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In this context only the func_type values POS_VAR and NEG_VAR are relevant.
The fields containing "Boolean network info" will be explained in chapter 5.

Figure 3.4 illustrates the relation between a named expression list element and the
hash table. Note that the name_list of F', and F as well, point back to the same
named expression list element.

nod L_..::t-~>L--....:j

fune node

lCl,'S·L ftc. he

NULL

name

expr

Boolean

network

info

next
f

hashed expression name

expression tree root

named expression
list

Figure 3.3. The named expressions list
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name_list

name

io_type

to_iofune

fune node

fune_type N EG_V~R

name

expr
Boolean

name list
network

info F'
next c=p io_type

to_iofune

tojune
named expression inv
list

next

Figure 3.4. The relation between a named expression F' and the hash table

3.5 Storing expressions

The way expressions are stored will be explained by an example for the following
named expression:

F : -(a + b'.c);

In prefix format the expression part looks like:

(- (+ a (* b' c)))

In figure 3.5a , a prefix tree is shown for this expression, whereas figure 3.5b shows
the the corresponding data structure.
However, it is very important to stress the fact that any - (tilde) , which represents
an inverter operator, will be removed from the input lines. So in the overleaf
example, the expression will reduce to the equivalent named expression:

F' : (a + b'.c);

and the latter will actually be stored.
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Note that in figure 3.5b an expr_node points upwards to its parent node and
downward to the first element of a linked list of child_lists.

In table 3.2 the possible values for the field expr_type of the expr_node are
summarized. The fields sizex and sizey of an expr_node are used during the sorting
and mapping described in chapter 4. The field child_num denotes the amount of
children expr_nodes of a parent expr_node. Notice also that the field name does not
contain a real name but a pointer to the hashed name.

As can be seen from the prefix notation of the expression, the expression tree is a
one to one mapping of the prefix expression. This N-ary tree data structure for an
expression has been chosen for convenience during the mapping process.

expr type value meaning
POS VAR positive variable
NEG VAR negative variable
INV OP inverter operator
AND OP logical AND operator
OR OP logical OR operator

Table 3.2. Usage of the field expr_type in an expr_node
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Figure 3.5. a) The expression prefix tree. b) The stored data structure
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Figure 3.6. The list of primary input variables

name list

name a.
io_type IN_ VP, 'R
to_iofunc

tojunc NULL
fune node

inv

func_type IN-POS next

name

expr NULL

Boolean
name list

network

info name a.'
next

t
io_type 0

to_iofunc NULL

tojunc NULL
primary input

inv
list

next

Figure 3.7. Storing a single primary input variable a
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3.6 Storing primary input variables

The structure of the primary input list is depicted in figure 3.6. The list consists of
linked elements representing primary inputs in order of appearance. As can be seen,
the same tunc_node data structure as for the named expression list is used.
Refer to table 3.1 for the various values of the field tunc_type which are relevant for
a primary input variable.

There are basically two kinds of primary input:

single: Only the positive variable or only the negative variable was specified
as a primary input.

combined: Both the positive variable and the negative variable were declared as
a primary input. Only one list element, not two, is stored, reflecting
the presence of both kind of primary inputs. This fact is represented
by the value IN_POS_NEG in table 3.1.

Figures 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9 will illustrate the mentioned statements.
It is important to note that it is forbidden for the name of a named expression to
appear as a primary input.

Figure 3.7 illustrates the case that only variable a is specified as a primary input
and a' is not. The primary input element will point to the name_list for a and vice
versa.

name list

func_type

name

expr

next

name Q. 10-

io_type 0

to_iofunc N U.lL

func_Dl>de
tojunc NULL

inv -
IN_NEG next I

t
NULL

I Boolean I
I I name list
I network I
I

info
I .,.

/1'I I name ~

'-- io type IN_VARI I

i. to_iofunc -
tojunc NULL

primary mput
inv - f--

list
next I

t

Figure 3.8. Storing a single primary input variable a'
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Figure 3.8 shows the opposite case of figure 3.7. Now a' is a primary input and a is
not. The primary input element now points to the name_list of a' and vice versa.

Figure 3.9 depicts the case that the positive and negative variable are both specified
as primary inputs. There is only one primary input list element which points to the
positive name, whereas in contrast to figures 3.7 and 3.8, both name_lists point back
to the primary input list.

name list

func_type

name

expr

next

name C f--
io_type IN_ V~R

to_lotunc

fune node
to_func NULL
inv -

IN_ ?OS_1',lf6 next ..... I

+
NULL

I Boolean I

I I name list
I network I
I

info
I

C •I I name 4-

I
I-.. io type :t N_ "'1 ~

~
to_lotunc

to_func NU LL
primary input inv - -
list

next I

t

Figure 3.9. Storing a pair of primary input variables c , c'

3.7 Storing primary output variables

The structure of the primary output list which is shown in figure 3.10, is basically
the same as for the primary input list. Primary output list elements will be stored
according to the sequence of appearance of the primary output variables.

In contrast to primary inputs, there is no combined-primary-output list element i.e.
each positive or negative primary output will always have it is own func_node in the
primary output list. Refer to table 3.1 for the possible values of the func_node field
func_type.

A primary output is subject to the following constraint: a primary input may not be
specified as a primary output, nor the contrary of course.

This statement calls for some explanation. Assume that b is a primary input and b'
is not, then b' only may be a primary output. If only b' is a primary input then b may
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be a primary output. For the case that both band b' are primary inputs then none of
them may be a primary output.

..:f II ft c. node

~ I ,
I I

, I

e~t - 4n

Figure 3.10. The list of primary output variables

name list

fune node

o
NULL

name list

inv

next

name
io_type

to_iofunc
1--------1

tojunc

inv

next

c=p
primary output
list

:-t;-th~~e~Ie~e;t~ - I
I the named expression list I

next

func_type OUT- 'P05
name

expr NULL

Boolean
network

info

Figure 3.11. Storing primary output F while F'is not a primary output
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Figure 3.11 shows the case for an expression name F which has been specified as a
primary output while the negative variable F' is not a primary output. The field
expr of the func_node will always be NULL because only an element in the named
expression list is allowed to point to the root of an expression tree.
Furthermore both name_lists will point to to an element in the named expression
list, which as stated before represents the expression name F or F'.

Figure 3.12 illustrates in contrast to figure 3.11, the case that the negative
expression name is a primary output while the positive name is not.

name list

func_node

func_type 0 UT- NEG
name

expr NULL

Boolean

network

info

ncxt

primary output
lisl

; l~IDe sam;elemcDlTn - I
I lhe named expression lisl IL _

name

io_type

to_iofunc

inv

nexl

o
NULL

name list

\-\ '

Figure 3.12. Storing primary output H' while H is not a primary output
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Figure 3.13 shows the case when both kind of expression names are specified as
primary outputs. As stated before each name will have a distinct element in the
primary output list. Both elements point to their corresponding name_list and vice
versa.

fune node

r th I . 1
I to e same e ement In I
I the named expression listlL -I

. ~
pnmary output
list

OUi-POS
name list

NUL L
6Boolean

name to-I I
I I io_type OU,T_VRIiI network I
I I to_iofuncI info I
I I to_tunc
I I~ inv -

primary output next Ilist ..,

fune node name list

OUT_NEGV name G' ~

- io_type OU.T_VF\~

NU LL to_iofune
, Boolean I to_fune, I
I network I inv - t---I I
I info I nextI I I

I I t-------

fune_type

name

expr

next

next

fune_type

name

expr

Figure 3.13. Storing both primary outputs G and G'

Figure 3.14 focuses on the case when the inverse b of primary output b' has to be
passed as a primary output of a circuit. Both name_lists have field toJunc set to
NULL because the variables b nor b' correspond to the name of an expression. As
usual, the primary output list element will point to the appropriate name_list and
the latter points back. The name_list of b' however must point to the primary input
list by means of the field to_iofunc.
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Dame list

21

expr

OUT_ 'POS

NULL

b

NULL

'0'

NULL

next

Boolean

network

info

~
primary output
list

name list

name

io_type

to_iofune
1--------.,

to_fune

inv

next

Figure 3.14. Storing primary output b while b'is a primary input



Chapter 4

The actual mapping onto
standard cells

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter an implementation of the recursive mapping algorithm, as described
in [1] , will be discussed. To enhance the understanding here, a few definitions for
future use will be quoted from the mentioned article. Refer also to [2] for more
information on the subject.

4.2 Some definitions

4.2.1 The size of an expression and the size restriction
An expression can be represented in a directed graph (see figure 4.1), which has the
following properties:

i. A literal is represented by one edge.

11. A sum is represented by parallel edges.

iii. A product is represented by series edges.

The size of an expression is characterized by an ordered pair of integers (a,b) and is
defined as follows:

1. If the expression is a product then the size (a,b) = (longest path size,largest cut
set size).

11. Ifthe expression is a sum then the size (a,b) = (largest cut set size,longest path
size).

In figure 4.1 it is obvious that the expression, which is a sum, has a size of(4,2).

Another important notion which is represented by an ordered pair of integers (a,b),
and is defined in the same way as the size of an expression, is the size restriction of
an expression.
The size restriction is used to control the recursive mapping process.

In the course of the implementation, a recursive algorithm will be used to calculate
the size of an expression. The algorithm is as follows:
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• A single literal has a size of (1,1).

• An expression with n subexpressions, each of size (XiJ'i),
n n

has a total size: (Vi , ~ax Xj )
i=l J=l

Q

(+ a b' (* p q) c)

size (4,2)

Figure 4.1. The representation of an expression in a directed graph

4.2.2 The library of standard cells
A standard cell library is characterized by an ordered pair of integers (l,m), which is
determined by the technology: l and m represent the maximum number of
transistors in series and in parallel respectively in NMOS technology.

As stated in [1] , the library of standard cells must be complete i.e. all gates with a
size of (a, b), a ~ l , b ~ m must exist for some land m (not l = m =1 ).
In the case of l = 1 or m = 1, the library will contain besides the inverter, only
nors or nands respectively. A library with a size of (1,1) will contain only an
inverter.

The current implementation is based on inverters plus and-or-invert gates as
standard cells.
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The following self-explanatory expressions illustrate some typical standard cells:

inv
nor2
nand3

: -(a);
: -(a + b);
: -(a. b . c);

4.2.3 The logical depth
A set of related Boolean expressions such as for combinational logic, can be
represented in a Boolean network.

A Boolean network is a directed graph in which a node represents a Boolean
expression, and the relation "being input of' creates an edge. See the example in
figure 4.2

The logical depth is defined as the longest path in the Boolean network, assuming
that each edge has a weight of one.

#inputvars a a' b b'
#outputvars F F'
F:a'.G;
G:H.L;
H:a.b;
L:H+ b;

Figure 4.2. An example of a Boolean network
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4.3.1 Introduction
The main objective of this section is to quote and summarize some essential notions,
definitions, and algorithms of [1] concerning the mapping process.

The used approach to split up the named expressions during the mapping process, is
partly heuristical and partly analytical. The heuristical approach consists of the
following steps:

1. Consider the named expressions one at a time without looking across their
boundaries.

2. Use a top-down approach, so start at the source node or the so-called root node
of an expression.

3. Limit the view of a particular expression to one level, i.e. represent it as:

expression = (op subexpr] ... subexprnJ

where op =+ or *

and map the expression completely optimal, and analytically onto a tree of
standard cells. Optimal means: with a minimum number of standard cells and
a minimal logical depth in the corresponding Boolean network of the complete
circuit.
The mentioned process is proceeded recursively, if subexpri is not a single
literal, but a complex expression.

4.3.2 The one level problem
The one level problem can be formulated as follows:

Given:

1. the expression

expression = (op subexpr] ... subexprnJ

where op is either * or + .

11. the standard library size (l,m)

iii. the size restriction (a,b)

then the problem is now to find the set of named expressions which are required to
implement the expression.

To find an optimal solution, only the size restriction parameter a, and one of the
library size parameters are needed. Which one the library parameters is required
will be shown shortly. The size restriction parameter a determines how many
subexpressions can be left in the expression.
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4.3.2.1 Substitution on one level
Assume that an expression has more subexpressions n than the first size restriction
parameter a permits. The parameter a limits the number of allowed subexpressions,
so a certain amount must be taken away. This is done by substituting a literal for
them. The literal must be chosen uniquely in the set of expression names and will
be appended at the end of the list of named expressions, which was defined in
chapter 3. To keep the set of expressions logical equivalent to the original set, the
new substitution must be added to it.

To control the substitution process a few parameters are needed:

i. The amount of subexpressions q, which will be substituted in general:

{
l ifop = *

q = m ifop = + (4.1)

Now it is obvious how the library size influences the substitution process
directly.

11. The number of necessary substitutions for an expression with n
subexpressions and a size restriction of (a,bJ:

nsubst = ceiling«n - a) / (q - 1));

where q = l or q =m

lll. The amount of subexpressions size_of-smal(gate

size_of_small~ate= (n + nsubst - a) mod q;

This parameter [1] specifies the number of inputs for a so-called small gate
which may be necessary in the course of the substitution process.

There are a few terms concerning a list of subexpressions which must be explained
for future reference:

1. the beginning of a list (of subexpressions)

11. the end of a list (of subexpressions)

lll. the direction of a list (of subexpressions)

Refer to the simple expression tree shown in figure 4.3. The literal p is assumed to
be at the beginning, whereas v' is at the end of the list of subexpressions. The
direction of the list is defined from the beginning to the end.
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begin
{. ~ St dl r ~ C. t i. c n.

•

e..nd.

Figure 4.3. The direction of a list of subexpressions

The actual substitutions are performed in the following way:

1. If size_o'-small~ate > 0 , the small gate is substituted. An amount of
size_of_small~atesubexpressions are taken away from the end of the list and
a new unique substitution variable is added to the front of the list.

2. Afterwards all the other gates are substituted. Every substitution takes away
the last q subexpressions from the end of the list and puts a new substitution
variable at the beginning of the list. This process is proceeded until there are
exactly a subexpressions left in the list.

Figure 4.4 illustrates the above mentioned substitution process.

4.3.2.2 Sorting expressions before mapping
In [1] it was proven that the result of the substitution algorithm on one level, is an
optimal Boolean network. However, to obtain that result the subexpressions must be
sorted according to the logical depth of the set of gates, which results after the
substitutions took place.

Because the logical depth is unknown when solving the one level problem, a
heuristical rule is used: a subexpression of size (X1,)'1) is considered larger than a
subexpression of size (X2,)'2) if (x/ + Y1 2 ) > (X22 + Y22 ).
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Figure 4.4. An example of the substitution process on one level
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In the current implementation, the subexpressions of each expression are sorted
recursively in descending order prior to mapping. To state this more precisely: the
position of the named expression in the list of named expressions is not altered, but
only the content of each associated expression is sorted.

4.3.3 The complete mapping algorithm
Now, the problem of mapping more complicated expressions onto standard cells can
be considered.

Taken the expression

expression = (op subexprl ... subexpr,J ,

a size restriction (a,b), and a library size (I,m).

The initial size restriction (a,b) will be defined as follows:

. {(l,mJ ifop = *
(a,bJ = (m,LJ ifop = +

Each subexprj is in fact an expression of unknown size and structure.

The alternative steps are summerized below:

(4.2)

n > a: No substitutions are needed. The one level problem is solved. The
remaining a subexpressions are mapped with size restriction (b,1).

n ~ a: Substitutions are needed on this level. All n subexpressions will be
mapped subsequently.
The size restrictions in [1] will be reproduced here in the form of a
recurrent relation for implementation reasons.

Define ao = a andyo = n ,

then the k th subexpression will be mapped with a size restriction (b,ak)
and an actual size (Xk.Yk) will be returned,

where ak =ak-l - Yk-l + 1, 1 ~ k ~ n
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procedure sort_expr (expression) i

if (expression = literal) then
return (1,1) i

else
/* Sort the set of n subexpressions. */

foreach subexpressionk E subexpr_list do
sort_expr (subexpressionk) ~ ( sizexk ' sizeYk)

endforeach

n
(sizex,sizey) .- (Lsizeyk

k=1
listsort (subexpr_list) i

return (sizex,sizey) i

endif
end

4.4 "rhe implemented algorithms

n
max sizexi ) i

i=l

4.4.1 Sorting an named expression
The recursive procedure sorCexpr in algorithm 4.1, does the actual sorting on an
expression. This procedure will return a size of (1,1) in the case of a literal.

In the case of a complicated expression, the size of the subexpressions will be
determined with the recursive algorithm described in section 4.2.1. Given the set of
subexpressions and their associated sizes (sizexk ,sizeYk), another procedure listsort
will reorganize the subexpressions in descending order according to the values of
(sizexk 2 + sizeYk2) .

4.4.2 Mapping all named expressions
The main mapping procedure is shown in algorithm 4.2. Usually the initial size
restriction (a,b) is set to the values described in section 4.3.3 respectively. There is
however an exceptional case when one (never both) of the library parameters l or m
equals 1. In this case the size restriction parameter a would be equal to 1, and this
means that there is a demand to let one subexpression left after substituting. In
other words there would be a (non inverter) gate, with one input if special measures
are not taken. These measures consist of inverting the named expression prior to
mapping, and setting the initial size restriction to appropriate values.
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procedure map_all_func ( ) ;
while (unmapped expressions exist) do

if (expression = product) then
if (l = 1) then

invert (expression name);
invert (expression) ;
(a,b) .- (m,l); /* initial size restriction */

else
(a,b) .- (l,m);

endif
else

if (expression = sum) then
if (m = 1) then

invert (expression name);
invert (expression) ;
(a,b) .- (l,m);

else
(a,b) .- (m,l);

endif
endif
map_one_func (expression, a, b) ;

endwhile
end

Inverting the name of an expression is quite trivial: it consists simply of letting the
name (see e.g. figure 3.4) field of the corresponding tunc_node point to the inverted
name in the hash table, and updating the func_type field accordingly.

The inverting of an expression is illustrated in figure 4.5. The process is quite
straightforward: the expression tree is traversed, and operators are changed to their
inverse, and all name pointers will point to the inverted names in the hash table.

The recursive mapping procedure map_oneJu,nc, which does the actual mapping,
will be described in the next section.
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Figure 4.5. Inverting an expression: F : a + b'.c ;
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procedure map_one_func (expression, a, b) ;
if (expression = 1 i teral)

return (1,1);
endif

if (n > a) then

solve the one level problem;

foreach of the remaining a subexpressions do
map_one_func (subexprk' b, 1) -7 (Xk, Yk) ;

endforeach

a a
return (Dj , max Xk );

j=l It=l

else / * n :5: a * /

Yo . - n;
ao . - a;

foreach subexprj do / * 1 :5: j :5: n * /
aj : = aj-l - Yj-l + 1;
map_one_func (subexprj, b, aj) -7 (Xj ,Yj) ;

endforeach

n n

return (Dj , max Xk );
j=l It=l

endif
end

4.4.3 Mapping an expression
In the recursive mapping procedure map_oneJunc above, the steps are followed as
described in section 4.3.3. In the trivial case when an expression is a literal, the
procedure just returns a size of (1,1).

When the number of subexpressions n is greater than the size restriction parameter
a, then the one level problem (see algorithm 4.4) is solved, after which there remain
a subexpressions. The remaining a subexpressions are now mapped subsequently,
and their actual size is returned afterwards. Mter completion of the mapping of an
expression, it's total size is also returned.

The second size restriction parameter aj in the algorithm step for n $ a, satisfies the
recurrent relation mentioned in section 4.3.3.
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/* determine q */
if (op = product) then

q : = I;
else /* sum * /

q := m;
endif

/* solve special case for q = 1; */
if (q = 1) then

invert (expression) ;
update original expression tree
update substituted tree ;
return (1,1);

endif

nsubsl := ceiling( (n - a) / (q - 1));
siz~_of-small...gate : = (n + nsubsl - a) mod q;

If (size_of-small..gate > 0 ) then
substi tute (expression, size_of-small...gate) ;

endif

while (not all substitutions done) do
substitute (expression, q) ;

endwhile

/* solve special case for a =1 */
if (a = 1) then

return (1,1);
endif

4.4.3.1 Solving the one level problem
In algorithm 4.4, which is part of the text of the procedure map_oneJu,nc, the steps
in solving the one level problem are shown. Except for two exceptional cases (q = 1
and a = 1), the steps are the same as mentioned in section 4.3.2.1.

First q is determined and later a test is done for q = 1 because nsubst is undefined in
that case. If q '¢ 1 then the substitutions are done. Each substitution takes away
size_of_small...gate or q subexpression from the end of the expression list, and
produces a new unique substitution variable as described before.

The case for q = 1 needs some explanation. In that case, either l = 1 or m = 1 (not
both). In the case of l = 1 the the operator must be a product. The library of
standard cells will contain an inverter plus only nors. That is why the product has
to be inverted. In the case of m = 1, the sum will be inverted because the library
only contains an inverter plus nands.

Figure 4.6 illustrates the algorithm steps for q = 1: a new unique substitution
variable sub1 replaces the subexpression in the original expression tree. A new
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named expression subl' is added to the list of named expressions. Now the inverted
subexpression belongs to subl'.

The other exceptional case in algorithm 4.4, when a = 1 will be explained in the
next section because the major part of this problem is solved by the procedure
substitute. Anyhow there will remain a single new substitution variable
"somewhere" in the expression tree, and that is why the size n,l) of a literal must
be returned by the procedure map_oneJunc.

,
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I
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Figure 4.6. Mapping a subexpression when q = 1
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procedure substitute (expression, nlast) ;
if (n = nlast) then

update original expression tree;
update substituted tree;
append substitution variable;

else
if (n > nlast) then

search for last "nla~" subexpressions;
update original expression tree;
update substituted tree;
append substitution variable;

endif
endif
end

4.4.3.2 SUbstituting sUbexpressions
In algorithm 4.5, n represents the current amount of subexpressions, whereas nlast
is the number of the last subexpressions, which must be substituted.

It is the case n = nlast, which corresponds to a = 1 in the previous algorithm 4.4.
All n subexpressions would be replaced by one substitution variable. Figure 4.7
illustrates the solution. Instead of letting one edge remain beneath an operator
node, the whole expression is replaced by a unique substitution variable sub2. The
split-off subtree is appended to the original set of expressions, and will be mapped in
turn in a later phase of the mapping process.

Figure 4.8 illustrates the case for n > nlast, when there will remain more then one
subexpression in the original expression.
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Figure 4.8. Substituting a subset of the subexpressions (n > nlast)
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Circuit extraction

5.1 Introduction

Mter the mapping process, the set of expressions will fit in standard cells in a
library. In chapter 3 it was mentioned that any expression in the input file with an
inverter, would be stored in a prefix tree without the inverter operator. This
sit"!1ation was also the case during the mapping process.

AB stated earlier, this implementation is based on inverters and and-or-invert gates,
i.e. inverting technology is implemented. For this reason all named expressions will
be supplied with the inverter operator - as root node in the expression tree as in
figure 3.5. This will be the case from now on throughout this report. Inserting the 
operator was the task ofthe step "Add inverter sign" in figure 2.1.

A possible set of expressions as resulting from the mapping process:

Fl : (a);
F2': a + subl;
subl: b' + c;

will be transformed in a logical equivalent set of expressions:

Fl' : -(a);
F2 : -(a + subl);
subl': -(b' + c);

Note that the expression itself is not inverted in this action.

5.2 Representation of the circuit in a DAG

5.2.1 Introduction
The current set of Boolean expressions can be represented in a Boolean network, as
was mentioned in the previous chapter. This Boolean network is a directed a-cyclic
graph (DAG). Each edge is directed [2] in the sense that it points towards the
outputs. There will be two kind of edges: straight connections and connections
through inverter. The latter means that there will be an inverter in such an edge
between related gates.

39
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#inputvars abc' d e f f
#outputvars F F' a'
F' : -Csubl.c + P);
P : -Ca' + b + C );

subl' : -Cd.e.f);

Circuit extraction Chapter 5

/* inverters found with DAG info */
sub1 : -Csub1');
a : -Ca');
c : -Cc');

Figure 5.1. A complete circuit description

Refer to figure 5.1, in which ca be seen that the name P of the corresponding named
expression is input to F'. This figure also contains the inverters, which can be found
after the implementation of the DAG.

The relation between F', and P is called straight. F' will be called a straight parent of
P, and P in turn, will be called a straight child of F'. The relation between F' and
subl' will be called connected through inverter, because to acquire subl which is an
input of F', sub1' has to be inverted, so there will be an inverter between F' and
sub1'. F' will be called a parent through inverter of subl', whereas sub1' will be
called a child through inverter ofF'.

Usually a DAG node will be represented by an element of the named expression list.
These nodes will be called gates in the sequel, because they represent in fact the
circuit gates. The DAG here, however, is extended with 3 extra types of dummy
nodes:

source node:

primary input node:
sink node:

Only DAG nodes, which are related with primary output,
will be connected to this node. The connections may be
straight or through inverter.
This node is an element of the primary input list.
Only primary inputs will be connected to this node. The
connections may be only straight.

Figure 5.2 illustrates the implemented structure of the DAG. Figure 5.1
corresponds to this DAG. The DAG consists in fact of the primary input list, the
named expression list, and the two additional nodes: source and sink. Note that the
elements of the primary output list are not part of the DAG.
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Figure 5.2. Example of a Boolean network

Although it is not common practice, however for clarity reasons, the full named
expression is shown in the DAG in figure 5.2. Inverters are not drawn for simplicity,
but the connections through inverter are represented by dashed lines.

A combined primary input (see f, f in figure 5.2) is depicted with both the positive
and the negative name in the DAG node representation. Such a DAG node, and the
sink node likewise, will have only solid lines (straight connections) emerging from
them.

41
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name

expr

next

DAG node

"'11<-,1'1

COWll

tojunc

next

-LJ
-..[]

-..[]

- - -LJ

Figure 5.3. The data structure of a tunc_node in the DAG

5.2.2 The data structures of the DAG
A generic DAG node has the structure of a tunc_node as in figure 5.3. In chapter 3,
the tunc_node was defined for 3 lists, namely: the primary input, the primary output
and the named expression list.

In this section the content and sense of the fields specified as "Boolean network info"
in chapter 3, are discussed. This information consists of 4 fields representing the
edge information of the DAG.
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field named expression primary input source node sink node
I

func_type POS_VAR IN_POS SOURCE_TYPE SINK_TYPE

NEG_VAR IN_NEG
IN_POS_NEG

name not NULL not NULL NULL NULL

expr not NULL NULL NULL NULL

str_parent any value any value NULL not NULL
parent_thr_inv any value any value NULL NULL

str_child any value any value any value NULL
child_thr_inv any value NULL any value NULL

next any value any value NULL NULL

Table 5.1. Overview of the func_node fields

The "Boolean network info" consists of 4 fields representing the edge information of
the DAG. The pair of fields str_child and str-parent points to linked lists containing
information about straight child and straight parent DAG edges respectively.

The pair of fields parenCthr_inv and child_thr_inv points to linked lists, which
contain information about parent through inverter and child through inverter DAG
edges respectively.

The fields of a child_list in figure 5.3, have the following meaning:

count indicates the number of times, that a DAG node has been
encountered as a straight child, straight parent, parent through
inverter or child through inverter.

toJunc is a pointer to a DAG node.

next speaks for itself.

Table 5.1 summarizes the possible values of the func_node fields for the 4 types of
DAGnodes:

named expression node: This node is not allowed to be parentless or childless.

primary input nodl:-: This node is not allowed to be parentless, but may have
only the sink as a straight child.

source node: This node does not have parents of any kind, but may
not be childless.

sink node: This node may only have primary inputs as straight
parents.

A remark must be made about one special node: the combined primary input node.
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See (f,f) in figure 5.2. As mentioned before: such a node will have only straight
connections drawn in the DAG.

The storage of parents is, however as follows:
If fis input of a named expression then the latter will be stored as a straight parent
of if, f), and if, f) will stored as a straight straight child of the named expression.

If on the contrary, f is input of a named expression then the latter will be stored as
a parent through inverter of if , f), and if, f) will be stored as a child through
inverter of the named expression.
In general, if a DAG node has a parent through inverter, then there will be an
inverter following the node (but not drawn), except when the DAG node is a
combined primary node. This fact must also be taken into account while counting
(primary input) inverters, for instance.

It is the field IN_POS_NEG (see table 5.1), which characterizes a combined primary
input node.
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foreach named expression do
search_leaf (named expression) ;

endforeach

make_source_dag;
make_sink_dag;
check_dag;

end

5.3 The implemented algorithms

5.3.1 Extracting the circuit
Algorithm 5.1, which describes the process for extracting the circuit, and
establishing the Boolean network, consists of 4 steps:

1. Every named expression is investigated, looking for leafs i.e. literals in the
corresponding expression tree. This data is used to find the intermediate edges
between gates (named expression nodes), and edges between primary inputs
and gates (search_leaf).

2. The edges which symbolize primary outputs are realized (make_source_dag).

3. The edges between the sink node and the primary input nodes are established
(make_sink_dag).

4. The dag is checked for parentless primary input or named expression nodes
(check_dag).
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Algorithm 5.2. Searching for leafs

procedure search_leaf (expression) j

if (expression = literal) then
if (literal corresponds with a named expression) then

if (literal = straight child) then
put_str_childj
put_str-parentj

else / * chi ld through inverter * /
put_child_thr_invj
put-parent_thr_invj

endif
else

Chapter 5

/* literal corresponds with a primary input */

if (straight child = primary input) then
put_str_child;
put_str-parent;

else /* child through inverter * /
put_chi ld_thr_inv j

put-parent_thr_invj
endif

endif
endif

foreach subexpression E expression do
search_leaf (subexpression) j

endforeach
end

5.3.2 Storing edge data for named expressions and primary input nodes
Algorithm 5.2 shows the recursive procedure search_leaf, which will traverse an
expression tree looking for literals (leafs). A leaf may be the positive or negative
name of a named expression or a primary input, so a leaf may be a straight child or
child through inverter of the current named expression. The four possibilities are
shown in algorithm 5.2.

Four procedures with self-explanatory names, will store the data for the two types of
children and parents. For instance, puCstr_child stores data in the straight children
list of the named expression. The procedure pucchild_thr_inu, in contrast stores
data in the parent through inverter list of the leaf.

The algorithm continues recursively with the subexpressions of the expression.
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procedure make_source_dag;

foreach primary output e primary output list do
if (primary output = express ion name) then

if (primary output = straight child) then
put_str_child;
put_str-parent;

else /* primary output = inverted expression name. */
put_child_thr_inv;
put-parent_thr_inv;

endif
else /* primary output = inverted primary input. * /

put_child_thr_inv;
put-parent_thr_inv;

endif
endforeach
end

5.3.3 Storing edge data of the source node
In algorithm 5.3, the primary output list is traversed to establish the edges between
the source node and the DAG nodes in the primary input list, and the named
expression list, which are related to primary outputs. Recall that the name of a
named expression and the inverse of the name may be used as a primary output,
and by contrast only the inverse of a single primary input is allowed to be used as a
primary output.

Note that the elements of the primary output list are not part of the DAG, but they
are related (see chapter 3), through the name_lists in the hash table, with primary
input and named expression nodes in the DAG.

The possibilities mentioned above can be recognized in the algorithm. A named
expression node in the DAG may be a straight child or child through inverter of the
source node, if the expression name or its inverse is used as a primary output
respectively.

If the primary output is the inverse of a primary input, then the primary input node
can only be a child through inverter of the source node. Recall that if a parent node
has a straight child, then the child also has that parent as a straight parent. The
same holds for child through inverter and parent through inverter.
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toreach primary input node do

/* sink node := straight child of primary input */
put_str_child;

/* primary input .- straight parent */
put_str-parent;

endtoreach
end

Algorithm 5.5. Checking the DAG

procedure check_dag;

toreach named expression do
n (no parent present) then

print (error message);
endit)

endtoreach

toreach primary input do
n (no parent present) then

print(error message);
endit)

endtoreach
end

5.3.4 Storing edge data of the sink node
In algorithm 5.4, which is quite trivial, the primary input list is traversed. Each
primary input node accepts the sink node as straight parent. The sink node in turn
adopts every primary input node as a straight child.

5.3.5 Checking for dangling DAG nodes
In algorithm 5.5, all named expression and primary input nodes are traversed to
check if the nodes are parentless. It is just a matter of checking ifthe pointers to the
straight parent and parent through inverter are both null. An error message may be
issued as result of a negative test.
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Removing inverters

6.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, it was shown that there may be inverters between the
nodes of the realized Boolean network, or the DAG as it was called there. If for
instance F: -(a + b') is represented in the DAG, and F' is needed as a primary output,
or the input of another node, then F has to be followed by an inverter to produce F'.

Inverters have 2 disadvantages:

1. They enlarge the Ie area.

2. They increase the delay of the circuit.

In this chapter a heuristic is discussed to remove inverters because of the first
reason. A solution for the second disadvantage was not implemented.

6.2 "rhe approach to remove inverters

The approach to remove inverters consists of running through the named expression
list from the beginning till the end, and deciding with a simple heuristic whether to
invert an expression or not. Every expression is inspected only once for inversion
and the view [2] is limited to that expression only. The inverting criterion will be
treated later. Although an optimal solution cannot be guaranteed, it is hoped that
the total number of inverters in the circuit will be reduced.

If a named expression must be inverted, then the logical behavior of the whole set of
expressions must not change of course. To achieve this objective, De Morgan's rule
is used.

De Morgan states for expressions in prefix notation:

i. (+ Cl C2 cn)' = (* C'l C'2 c'n), and:

c'n)

Refer to figure 6.1, in which De Morgan's ruled is applied to invert a named
expression of the DAG in figure 5.3. The named expression is equivalent to the
inverted one with inverters added to both the output and all inputs of the DAG
node.
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It is obvious that every two inverters in series cancel each other. This is the case for
the inverter pairs: (inv2,inv7), (inv3,inv8), and (invl,inv5). As a result, the inverted
DAG node has 1 inverter less then before.
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Figure 6.1. Inverting a named expression node in the Boolean network

6.3 Deciding which named expression must be inverted

The inverting criterion to decide which named expression to invert, is as follows:
a named expression will be inverted

1. if the number of inverters #inv_after, after inversion is less than the number of
inverters #inv_before, before inversion, and

2. if the inverted expression fits in the standard cell library.
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The number of inverters before and after inversion are calculated as follows:

where

#str_child is the number of straight children.

#str-par is the number of straight parent.

#child_thr_inv is the number of children through inverter.

#par_thr_inv is the number of parent through inverter.

(6.1)

(6.2)

The term "fits" in the second condition in the criterion above, needs some
explanation:

1. An expression with a size (ap,bp), which is a product will fit in a library of size
([,m), if ap :s; l and bp :s; m.

11. A sum with a size (as,bs), will fit in a library of size (l,m), if as :s; m and bs:S; l.

A little example may illustrate the statements above. Assume that a product with a
size (4,2) has been mapped onto a library with size ([,m) = (4,2). The library size
implies that the longest path size in the directed graph, representing an expression
ofthe library, will be limited to l =4, and the largest cut set size will be limited to
m=2.

The product fits in the library, because according to the size definition in section
4.2.1, it has a longest path size and a largest cut set size of 4 and 2 respectively.
After inversion the product becomes a sum, and the original directed graph
representation will also change accordingly, and show a longest path size and a
largest cut set size of 2 and 4 respectively. As a result, the sum will not fit in the
library because the sum's largest cut size is too large compared with m.

6.4 The implemented algorithms

6.4.1 Inverting the set of named expressions in the DAG
In algorithm 6.1 the whole list of named expressions is traversed from the beginning
till the end, and the number of inverters before and after inversion is determined.

Subsequently, each corresponding expression is submitted to the first condition in
the criterion mentioned in section 6.3. If the condition is fulfilled, then the
procedure inverCdag_node is called to try to invert the named expression.
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Algorithm 6.1. Inverting the set of named expressions in the DAG

procedure invert_dag;

foreach (named expression E named expression list) do

num_inv_before
num_inv_after

. - inv_before (named expression) ;

. - inv_after (named expression) ;

if (num_inv_after < num_inv_before) then
invert_dag_node (named expression) ;

endif

endforeach

end

Algorithm 6.2. Inverting a DAG node

procedure invert_dag_node (named expression);

if (inverted named expression fits in library) then
invert (expression name);
invert (expression) ;
update-parents (named expression) ;
update_children (named expression) ;

endif

end

6.4.2 Inverting a named expression in the DAG.
The first thing done in algorithm 6.2, is to test if the second condition of the
inverting criterion of section 6.3 holds. If the answer is affirmative, then the named
expression will be inverted: first the expression name is inverted, and afterwards
the corresponding expression. How the inversion is done, was already discussed in
section 4.4.2.

Subsequently the parents (update_parent) and the children (update_children) edge
data of the named expression node are updated to keep the DAG consistent.
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Algorithm 6.3. The number of inverters before inversion
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procedure inv_before (named expression) ;

num := 0;
if (parent through inverter present) then

num . - 1;
endif

while (not end of child through inverter list) do
if (child = not combined primary input) then

num : = num + 1;
endif

endwhile

return (num) ;

end

Algorithm 6.4. The number of inverters after inversion

procedure inv_after (named expression);

num := 0;
n (straight parent present) then

num .- 1;
endif

while (not end of straight child list) do
if (child = not combined primary input) then

num . - num + 1;
endif

endwhile

return (num) ;

end

6.4.3 Calculating the number of inverters
In algorithm 6.3, the number of inverters before inversion of a named expression is
calculated according to the description in section 6.3. The number of nodes in the
child through inverter list is counted. Note that combined primary inputs are
skipped, because they do not have edges with inverters.

Algorithm 6.4 shows a similar approach for the number of inverters after inversion
of a named expression.
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Algorithm 6.5. Updating parents

procedure update-parents (named expression)

foreach parent E straight parent list of named expression do
rernove(straight child);
straight child := child through inverter;

endforeach

foreach parent E parent through inverter list of named expression do
rernove(last child through inverter);
child through inverter := straight child;

endforeach

.- parent through inverter list;
old straight parent list;

straight parent list
parent through inverter list ._

end

6.4.4 Updating parent nodes of an inverted named expression
Algorithm 6.5 shows the steps for updating the parents of a named expression.
The problem to be solved is: all straight parents of a named expression have to
become parents through inverter and vice versa. Additionally, if the named
expression is a straight child of its parents, then it has to become a child through
inverter and vice versa.

The process, which consists of 3 main steps is illustrated in figure 6.2 for a named
expression with the name F at location Fp , and a parent node with the name P at
location Pp • Only the relevant lists are shown.

1. The list of straight parents of F is traversed, and for each parent P s, the node
F S in figure 6.2b, which points to the parent F, is moved to the beginning of
the children through inverter list ofP. The result is shown in figure 6.2c.

2. In general a DAG node may have both types of parents as shown in figure 6.2a.
Now the parent through inverter list of F is traversed from the beginning till
the end. The children through inverter list of each parent through inverter pi,
may contain 1, or (in general) 2 elements pointing to F. The second (last)
element F i will be removed, and put at the beginning of the straight children
list of P. As a result (see figure 6.2d), the straight child F of P has become a
child through inverter, and vice versa.

3. As a final step, the pointers of F to its straight parent list and the parent
through inverter list will be exchanged.
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Figure 6.2. Updating parents of a named expression
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Algorithm 6.6. Updating children

Chapter 6

procedure update_children (named expression) ;

foreach child E straight child list of named expression do
remove(straight parent);
straight parent := parent through inverter;

endforeach

foreach child E child through inverter list of named expression do
remove(last parent through inverter);
parent through inverter := straight parent;

endforeach

straight child list
child through inverter list

end

.- child through inverter list;

.- old straight child list;

6.4.5 Updating child nodes of an inverted named expression
Algorithm 6.6 is similar to algorithm 6.5, but describes the steps for updating the
child lists of a named expression, and the corresponding parent nodes.

Figure 6.3 illustrates the 3 steps for a named expression with the name F at location
Fp , and a child node P at location Pp :

1. The list of straight children of F is traversed, and for each child P s, the
straight parent F S

( see figure 6.3b), is moved to the beginning of the parent
through inverter list (see figure 6.3c).

2. The children through inverter list of F is traversed and F i is put at the
beginning of the straight parent list ofP (see figure 6.3d).

3. Finally, the pointers ofF to the children lists are exchanged.
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Figure 6.3. Updating children of a named expression
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

The benchmark results in appendix A show, that the implemented technology
mapper operates very well. It requires about the same amount of gates and
transistors and is on average nine times faster than a Commonlisp version, which is
an implementation of the same mapping algorithm.

The current technology mapper needs, however almost twice the amount of
inverters compared with the Commonlisp implementation.

Some fields of interest to improve the technology mapper can be:

• Better heuristics during the mapping process, and inverter removal step to
reduce the amount of inverters.

• Implementation of the other post-processing steps mentioned in [1] , i.e. critical
path optimization and resubstitution on the critical path(s).
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Appendix A: Benchmark Results

In this appendix some benchmark results are presented, which were obt~ined on an
Apollo DN 3000 workstation. The standard library consisted of (3,3)-and-or-invert
cells.

In the sequel the implemented technology mapper and an available Commonlisp
version will be called C-Iogmapper and Lisp-Iogmapper respectively.

The columns in table A.1 have the following meaning:

#trans: This is the number of transistors for NMOS or the number of
transistor pairs for CMOS. The load transistors are not included.
This number is also identical to the number of used literals.

#aoi: This is the number of and-or-invert cells. Intermediate inverters are
not included in this number. Intermediate inverters means: primary
input inverters, inverters between gates, and primary output
inverters.

#inv (-no): This is the number of intermediate inverters, when the implemented
step, which removes inverters, is skipped.

#inv: This is the number of intermediate inverters when inverter
optimization is done.

cpu: This is the computer run-time in seconds.

circuit #trans #aoi #iov(-no) #jov cpu
conI 31 6 12 7 0.9
dc1 61 15 19 8 1.0
dk17 192 51 61 32 1.3
rd73 248 56 63 35 1.6
sao2 256 63 73 28 1.5
e64 454 131 194 115 2.7
primes8 549 117 125 53 2.6
primes9 1166 242 251 93 4.7
primes9-84 1197 266 266 69 4.9
primes9-64 1399 319 319 66 5.7

Table A.I. The C-Iogmapper results
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The results in table A.1 show that the inverter optimization step removes 40 - 79%,
and on average 57% of the inverters.

In table A.2, the results of the two logmappers are presented together. C and Lisp in
the table stand for C-Iogmapper and Commonlisp logmapper respectively.

#trans #aoi #inv(-no) #inv cpu
circuit C Lisp C Lisp C Lisp C Lisp C Lisp

con1 31 30 6 6 12 6 7 6 0.9 6.6
del 61 59 15 15 19 8 8 6 1.0 5.8
dk17 192 185 51 51 61 23 32 19 1.3 lOA
rd73 248 232 56 57 63 19 35 18 1.6 10.9
sao2 256 244 63 63 73 18 28 16 1.5 11.6
e64 454 430 131 131 194 104 115 91 2.7 35.7
pnmes8 549 530 117 120 125 35 53 31 2.6 21.3
primes9 1166 1112 242 242 251 45 93 40 4.7 45.5
primes9-84 1197 1163 266 268 266 34 69 34 4.9 48.5
primes9-64 1399 1359 319 321 319 24 66 24 5.7 60.2

Table A.2. The C and Lisp-Iogmapper results

The following conclusions can be drawn from the results in table A.2:

#trans: The C-Iogmapper produces 3% - 7%, and on average 4% more
transistors than the Lisp version.

#aoi: The C-Iogmapper produces the same amount or 2% less
and_or_invert cells, and on average 0.5% less than the Lisp
logmapper.

#inv: The C-Iogmapper produces 1.2 - 2.8, and on average 1.8 times more
inverters.

#inv(-no): The Lisp-Iogmapper removes on average 9% of the inverters during
the inverter optimization step.

cpu: The C-Iogmapper is 6 - 13, and on average 9 times faster than the
Commomlisp version.
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